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LOCAL FAMILY BUSINESS ESTABLISHED 2004
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CREATE THE LOOK
YOU’VE ALWAYS DREAMED OF
WITH PERFECT SHUTTERS
2020

“ Established 2004, Perfect Shutters

is a Merseyside family-run business.
We deliver a professional service
and great value ”

EASY
FINANCE
AVAILABLE*

Visit the Perfect Shutters Showroom
in Aintree, Liverpool. Our designer
showroom is the ultimate place to
experience full-size examples of the
world’s finest plantation shutters and
chat to experts. They’ll help you create
the look you’ve always dreamed of.

PERFECT SHUTTERS AINTREE
Experience the ultimate range of plantation
shutters with expert advice you can trust

Whatever your property type and
style - traditional, elegant or modern,
you’ll ﬁnd Perfect Shutters is the
ultimate window covering solution.
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Perfect Shutters are made-to-measure
and no window is too big or too
challenging for a Perfect Shutters
installation, with a luxurious finish that
can be matched to any décor.
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CREATE
THE LOOK
YOU’VE ALWAYS
DREAMED OF

PERFECT SHUTTERS ALLERTON

Showrooms feature full-size displays of
plantation shutters and the biggest and
best selection of colours and finishes

PERFECT SHUTTERS WIRRAL

The name “Perfect Shutters” has become
synonymous with the finest quality made-tomeasure Plantation Shutters and the widest
choice of shutter materials, styles, options and
colours available in North West England.

THE PLANTATION SHUTTER
SPECIALISTS
Designed to your exacting requirements,
Perfect Shutters will accentuate your windows
and doors perfectly, offer a superior window
covering and provide an outstanding array of
unique benefits.

Ultimate light
control
Each panel can be
adjusted to filter the
light and provide
outstanding light

Supreme privacy
Shutter louvres can
be independently
controlled, allowing
natural light in whilst
maintaining privacy.

Insulating and
economical
Perfect Shutters not only
keep you cool during the
summer, but help retain
heat during the winter.

Sound insulation
Adding an additional
layer to your glazing.
Perfect Shutters helps to
block out light and reduce
noise levels. Ideal for
homes near busy roads.

Awkward shapes
Shutters can be
manufactured to suit
all window shapes, no
matter how curved or
angled, small or large.
Ideal for feature windows

Low maintenance
Perfect Shutters are
quick and easy to clean
and offer a virtually
maintenance-free
existence - excellent for
dust allergy sufferers.

“Take control

of your surroundings,
with functional
style and privacy ”

The House Beauty Spa
Childwall, Liverpool

As demonstrated here, Perfect
Shutters are more than just a
window covering, they are designed
to function around your needs. This
bi-fold track system provides privacy
when shut, split privacy to let the
light in or opened completely.

TRACKED SHUTTERS

t

BENEFITS OF
SHUTTERS

Ideally suited to support multiple
panel runs on large bi-fold doors
and patio’s and are also suitable
for room dividers and partitions.

Wallasey, Wirral

PERFECT
SHUTTERS
MORE
VERSATILE
THAN ANY
OTHER
WINDOW
COVERING

BAY t

Perfect Shutters provide a modern solution
to a modern bay thanks to our comprehensive
array of specifically designed bay frames.

TIER-ON-TIER t

Independent panels top and bottom give
greater adjustability to make the most of
light, the view or provide you with privacy.

Wilmslow, Cheshire

West Derby, Merseyside

FULL HEIGHT

Covering the full height
of the window, this is our
most popular and flexible
installation style.

SHUTTER STYLES
TO SUIT ALL ROOMS

West Kirby, Wirral

t SOLID PANEL / ROOM DIVIDER
Transform a long, open-plan area into individual living
and dining spaces, with louvres that can be adjusted to
make the most of your privacy and serenity.

CAFÉ STYLE

Maximise light
whilst providing
privacy. With the
top of the window
open, Café Style
shutters are ideal
for ground level
windows and town
houses.

Whatever your style - traditional or modern, Perfect Shutters
have the ultimate window covering and shade solution for
any room. No matter what the size or shape, we can help you
choose the best product to meet your requirements.

Aigburth, Liverpool

Formby, Liverpool

MADE-TO-MEASURE
BAY WINDOW SPECIALISTS

Dating back to the medieval times
and more recently Victorian architecture,
bay windows hold a continuous appeal
and are a quintessential British window
style. No matter the size or complexity of
your bay window, Perfect Shutter’s range
of made-to-measure window shutters
offer the perfect window covering for
all bay windows.

Bay windows are notoriously hard to cover. Luckily Perfect
Shutters can be customised to fit all bay windows and frames.

Mossley Hill, Liverpool

CURVED BAY

Heswall, Wirral

SQUARE BAY
Transform your bay into
a feature window. We
provide a professional
service with bay shutters
always installed by two
skilled fitters.
The CAD drawing shows the high level of detail
employed in every bay window shutter we design.

BESPOKE MANUFACTURE
CUSTOM-ANGLE FRAMES

Every Bay shutter is CAD drawn, with
each frame bespoke manufactured
to the exact angle of your window.

Huyton, Merseyside
The CAD drawing shows the high level of detail
employed in every curved bay window shutter

BLACKOUT
PLANTATION SHUTTERS

EASY
FINANCE

Blackout Plantation Shutters (room darkening plantation shutters) are
made for rooms that require almost total darkness. Ideal for night workers,
nurseries or a home cinema.

AVAILABLE*

TRACK
SHUTTERS

CONSERVATORY
SHUTTERS

Widnes, Cheshire

Warrington, Cheshire
s BI-FOLD
Bi-fold tracked shutters work
well in conjunction with bi-fold
doors allowing you to concertina
large runs of shutters out of the
way and bring the outside in.

BY-PASS

t

Our stunning range of
conservatory shutters provide a
stylish yet highly practical light
and heat control solution for your
windows. But what if your windows
are out of reach? Not a problem
for Perfect Shutters, opening and
closing the louvres couldn’t be
simpler with our remote controlled
solution. You can even pre-set your
shutters to open and close at your
preferred times of the day.

Sliding doors, room dividers
or simply a privacy screen,
our By-pass system provides
an excellent solution.

Tracked shutters
are supported
both at the top
and bottom, with
a sliding headrail
and a custom mini
aluminium floor
rail for smooth
operation.

MADE-TO-MEASURE
SOLUTIONS
TO SUIT ANY WINDOW
SHAPE & SIZE
Even the most unusual window shapes can be catered for
within the S:CRAFT shutter range. Most popular styles
include arches, circles and gable installations.

SUNBURST
ABOVE SHUTTERS

No matter how
impressive the scale
of your windows our
shutters can be
designed to fit and with
our remote option even
the most out of reach
areas can be made
accessible.

SHUTTER SHAPES

Below is a selection of the
most popular shapes that
our customers ask for and
demonstrates the flexibility
of our shutter solutions.

ARCHED

Kirkby, Merseyside

ANGLED

SUNBURST ABOVE
SHUTTERS

ELONGATED

HALF ROUND

QUARTER ROUND

CIRCLE

OCTAGON

TRIANGLE

s ANGLED
Ideal for gables or awkward,
angled windows, Perfect
Shutters provide an
effective solution where
many window coverings fail.

Ormskirk, Lancashire

DOUBLE HALF
ROUND

RADIATING CIRCLE

t

BESPOKE SHAPE

EYEBROW

Perfect Shutters can be
bespoke manufactured to
match almost any shape
window allowing you to
enjoy your architecture
whilst enjoying the light.

TRAPEZOID

RADIATING TRIANGLE

Mossley Hill, Liverpool
PARALLELOGRAM

6 QUALITY
MATERIALS
TO CREATE YOUR
PERFECT LOOK

SHUTTER OPTIONS
LOUVRE SIZES
Choose from six louvre sizes. Louvre size depends on your personal choice, room suitability
and materials selected. The majority of customers tend to opt for a mid size louvre.

CUBA

ANTIGUA

CUBA is our most popular
entry-level hardwood
shutter range featuring
robust engineered wood
frames with high quality
hardwood, lightweight
panels. Most affordable,
luxury hardwood shutter
available in the UK.

ANTIGUA range is
constructed with a strong
engineered wood core
and ﬁnished with a
protective polypropylene
coating for exceptional
durability and low
maintenance. Available
in 9 painted colours.

FIJI

BERMUDA

FIJI range is made from
real hardwood featuring
a distinctive wood grain.
Available in all paint colours
and stains with a wide range
of options. A very beautiful
material suitable for a
multitude of installations
and window shapes.

NEW BERMUDA range
closely resembles the
lightweight and natural
paint ﬁnish of real
hardwood shutters.
Engineered wood frames
with ABS louvres. Available
in 22 colours. Custom
colour option available.

JAVA

SAMOA

JAVA range is manufactured
from lightweight ABS and
100% waterproof, making
JAVA the perfect shutter
for bathrooms and other
wet areas that suffer from
fluctuations in moisture.

SAMOA shutters are crafted
from the highest grade
hardwoods. SAMOA
features an optional fully
adjustable hidden hinge
and available in a wide range
of painted and stained colour
options. SAMOA is the
ultimate Perfect Shutter.

47mm / 2”

63mm / 2½”
76mm / 3”
89mm / 3½”

76mm / 3”
Modern

114mm / 4½”

POPULAR
SIZES

t

Perfect Shutters are available in a wide range of materials to suit the design and
function of every window. Manufactured by the world leader in shutter production,
all our shutters are built to exceptionally high standards and made to last.

90% customers opt
for mid-size louvres
(63mm, 76mm,
89mm)

63mm / 2½”
Traditional

Choose
larger louvres
for more light
and visibility

TILT RODS

Tilt Rods allow you to easily adjust the light. The bar runs down the centre or offset to the
left or right of your shutter panels. Our Silent Tilt Rod option features an advanced tilt
control within the panel. Simply tilt a panel, and other panels move with it.
CENTRAL TILT ROD
• Creates balance for
larger width panels
• Authentic shutter design
• No need to tilt louvres
to adjust the light

SILENT TILT ROD (OPTION)
• Unobstructed
view
• Modern look
• No protruding
moving parts

Colours used above are for illustrative purposes only and may not reflect the actual colours of the shutters.

MORTISE & TENON JOINTS

t

OFFSET TILT ROD

No matter which material you choose, all
Perfect Shutters are built with traditional
mortise and tenon joints for unrivalled
strength and long-lasting appeal.

89mm / 3½”
Contemporary

• Alternative to Silent Tilt
to de-clutter small width
panels

POPULAR
UPGRADE
OPTION

PAINT
COLOURS

WOOD
COLOURS

Available in every shutter material,
choose from a wide range of warm and
contemporary colours that will help you
find the right shutter to complement
your decor. Each painted finish receives
several coats, as well as a protective final
coat, to limit fading caused by the sun.
Paints available in 24 painted colours,
including a custom paint option.
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Available in our Fuji and Somoa range
of shutters. If you are looking for a more
classic look for your shutters, and admire
the beautiful definition of hardwood grain,
then a wood stain may be the perfect
choice for you. Choose from a selection of
27 stain options.

w Antigua
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Pure White
w H u nst

Alabaster
H unst

Classic Black
un

Rustic Grey
nt

Goldenrod
nt

Red Oak
nt

Matte Black
nt

Extra White
H u n st

String
wHunst

Barnes
t

Weathered Teak
nt

Cherry
nt

Rich Walnut
nt

Toffee
nt

Silk White
w H u nst

Moondust
H unst

Taupe Grey
tw Hun

Limed White
nt

Dark Teak
nt

Old Teak
nt

Driftwood
nt

Bright White
H u n st

Sea Mist
wHunst

Butter
tHu n s t

Pebble
nt

Cordovan
nt

Red Mahogany
nt

Silver Grey
nt

Pearl White
w H u nst

Chai
H unst

Custom Colour
Hun s t

Taupe
nt

Mahogany
nt

Dark Mahogany
nt

Mist
nt

Ivory Lace
H u n st

Stone Grey
wHunst

Golden Oak
nt

New Ebony
nt

Wenge
nt

French Oak
nt

Creamy
H u n st

Brown Grey
wHunst

Oak Mantle
nt

Black Walnut
nt

Auburn
nt

Cameo
H u n st

Clay
H unst

Crisp Linen
w H u nst

Winchester White
2010
H unst

Bisque
H u n st

Mattingley
H unst

BEING THE BEST SETS
PERFECT SHUTTERS APART

TO ARRANGE YOUR FREE
DESIGN VISIT & QUOTATION

TELEPHONE 0151 525 0050

WWW.PERFECTSHUTTERS.CO.UK

ATTENTION
TO DETAIL
Perfect Shutters pride itself on our
attention to detail. We will take accurate
measurements and double-check your
design preferences to ensure you always
receive a perfect shutter installation.

Aintree Head Office / Showroom

HIGHEST
QUALITY
MANUFACTURE
Perfect Shutters are made by the world’s number
one interior shutter manufacturer. All orders are
meticulously checked and photographed prior to
shipping.

FIRST RATE
WORKMANSHIP
We’ve ﬁtted more plantation shutters locally
than anyone else. All Perfect Shutters are
designed, installed and finished to the highest
standards by our in-house trained team of experts,
guaranteeing quality and reliability.

Aintree Showroom
Unit 3A Bechers Drive
Aintree Racecourse
Retail Park
Liverpool L9 5AY
(Near ScrewFix)

Allerton Showroom
153 Allerton Road
Mossley Hill
Liverpool
L18 2DD
(Near Costa & Tesco)

Wirral Showroom
200 Hoylake Road
Moreton
Wirral
CH46 8TL
(Opp. Coach & Horses)

Displays At:

